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WARNINGS Read Before Using Your Sega Dreamcast Video Game System

CAUTION
Anyone who uses the Sega Dreamcast should read the operating manual for the software and console before

operating them. A responsible adult should read these manuals together with any minors who will use the Sega
Dreamcast before the minor uses it.

HEALTH AND EPILEPSY WARNING
.

|

Some small number of people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain

flashing lights or light patterns that they encounter in everyday life, such as those in certain television images or video

games. These seizures or loss of consciousness may occur even if the person has never had an epileptic seizure,

if you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy when exposed to flashing lights, consult I

your doctor priorto using Sega Dreamcast. [
'

In all cases, parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If any player experiences dizziness,

blurred vision, eye or muscle twitches, loss of consciousness, disorientation, any involuntary movement or

convulsion, IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE USE AND CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE RESUMING PLAY.

To reduce the possibility of such symptoms, the operator must follow these safety precautions at all times when
using Sega Dreamcast:
• Sit a minimum of 6.5 feet away from the television screen, This should be as far as the length of the controller cable.

• Do not play If you are tired or have not had much sleep.

• Make sure that the room in which you are playing has all the lights on and is well lit.

• Stop playing video games for at least ten to twenty minutes per hour. This will rest your eyes, neck, arms and
fingers so that you can continue comfortably playing the game in the future.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS
To prevent personal injury, property damage or malfunction:
• Before removing disc, be sure it has stopped spinning.

• The Sega Dreamcast GD-ROM disc is intended for use exclusively on the Sega Dreamcast video game system.

Do not use this disc in anything otherthan a Sega Dreamcast console, especially not in a CD player.

• Do not allow fingerprints or dirt on either side of the disc.

• Avoid bending the disc. Do not touch, smudge or scratch its surface.

• Do not modify or enlarge the center hole of the disc or use a disc that is cracked, modified or repaired with

adhesive tape.

• Do not write on or apply anything to either side of the disc.

• Store the disc in its original case and do not expose it to high temperature and humidity.

• Do not leave the disc in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat,

• Use lens cleaner and a soft dry cloth to clean disc, wiping gently from the center to the edge. Never use

chemicals such as benzene and paint thinnerto clean disc.
i

PROJECTION TELEVISION WARNING
Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture tube damage or mark the phosphor of the CRT, Avoid

,

repeated or extended use of video games on large-screen projection televisions. I

SEGA DREAMCAST VIDEO GAME USE
This GD-ROM can only be used with the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not attempt to play this GD-ROM
on any other CD player; doing so may damage the headphones and/or speakers. This game is licensed for home,
play on the Sega Dreamcast video game system only. Unauthorized copying, reproduction, rental, public

performance of this game is a violation of applicable laws. The characters and events portrayed in this game are

purely fictional. Any similarity to other persons, living or dead, is purely coincidental.
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STARTUP
Set up your Sega Dreamcast game console according to the inslruclioiis in its

Instruction Manual. Make sure the power is off before inserting or removing a

GD-ROM. Insert the Caesars Palace 2000 disc and close the I )isc Cover. Insert

compatible game controller and turn on the Sega Dreamcast game console. Operation
of the game with incompatible controllers is not guaranteed, follow the on-screen

instructions to start a game.

Make sure there are 12 free blocks on your MEMORY CARD before commencing play.

A message will be displayed on boot up if fhere is no Memory Cai'd present, or if there

is not enough free space to save a game

SEGA DREAMCAST HARDWARE UNIT

Open Button

Pi'QSS lo open

the Disc Door

Use these ports to connect the Sega Dreamcast Controller or other peripheral equipment.

From leftto right are Control Port A, Control Port B, Control Port C, and Control Port D.

Use each port to connect controllers for players 1 to 4 respectively.

NOTE: Control Port can also be referred to as Port.

^CONTROLS
^

Caesar's Palace 2000 is 1-4 player game. Before turning the Sega Dreamcast power ON, connect the

p controller or other peripheral equipment into the control ports or the Sega Dreamcast. To return to the

; title screen at any point during game play, simultaneously press and hold the A, B, X, Y and Start

Buttons. This will cause the Sega Dreamcast to soft-reset the software and display the title screen

SEGA DREAMCAST CONTROLLER

- X Button

- Y Button

- B Button

- A Button

VISUAL MEMORY UNIT SPECIFIC GAME
(VMU/VM SPECIFIC GAME)

CAESARS PALACE® 2000

While saving a Visual Memory Unit Specific Game file, neverturn OFF the Sega Dreamcast power,

remove the memory card or disconnect the controller or other peripheral equipment
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Control Function

Direction Button Navigate menus, buttons and bet areas

Analog Thumb Pad Move cursor

A Button Select / Add Chip

B Button Remove Chip / Cancel / Go Back

X Button Select Bet (Table Games), Add Coins Video Games)

Y Button Done / Spin / Deal

L Trigger Move camera position

R Trigger Toggle Player Information Bar

START Button In-Game Menu & Pause Game

INTO THE PALACE
After you've set up your console, inserted the Caesars Palace 2000 GD-ROM, and
turned on the power, you'll be presented with a set of movies and logos. You can skip

H-hvough these by pressing the START button, or you can watch them all the way
' through. To start the game press START button when the screen prompts you to. The
-first screen you come to after this will be the Title Screen, which gives you these

options:

ijew Game: Pressing A on the New Game option will take you to a screen where you
Kn decide how many players you want to play with. For more details, please refer to

ifhe next section.

4

|

«^uaunue viame: .miows you lo resume ine game you were piaymg prior ro eniermg
this screen. When you first start the game, this option is not available.

Load Game: This option allows you to load and continue a previously saved game. In

this screen, simply highlight the saved game you'd like to continue and press A . A
game will have up to 4 players saved.

Options: Press the Options option to set up the configuration of your Caesars Palace

2000 game. This will allow you to set the volume for sound effects, speech, music and
the position of pour screen. At any time, you can hit B to return to the previous

'screen and cancel the changes you have made.

%EW GAME
Before starting the game, you must add players to the player list, which is done by

;j
pressing A on the Add Player option.You will then be taken to a Sign-In screen where

f you can choose your name, entering up to 8 letters or numbers. When you are happy
with your name, press A on the Accept button.

When you have signed in all the players you want, press the A button on the Start

Game option. The next screen is the Player Selection screen. This is where you can

! activate or retire a player, or add or delete one.You can also choose which Controller

t

each player will use.

PLAYER SELECTION
To add a player, press A on a button that says "Empty".You will then be able to sign in

a new player. If you press A on a button assigned to a player's name, you will be asked
to confirm that you want to delete this player.

^Pressing A on the button to the right of a player's name will change their status

between Active and Retired. A retired player will not participate in any games until lie

is re-activated.

Next to the status buttons are the Controller buttons. Pressing A on these will cycle

through all the Controllers available to the player.

(Once you are happy with the player setup, press A on the Accept button Lo enter the

lobbv.

iCAESARS PALACE® 2000
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IHtl LOBBY
Once you're in the Lobby, you have the following options:

Card Games: Pressing A on this icon will take you to a new screen, from where you

can choose to play Blackjack, Spanish 21, Mini Baccarat, Red Dog, Pai Gow Poker

or Casino War.

Table Games: Pressing A on this icon will present you with a new screen. From here

you can select to play either Craps or Roulette.

Slot Machines: Choosing this icon will present you with a selection of five slot

machines to play. See the appropriate section for details on each machine.

Video Games: Pressing A on this icon will allow you to choose from Video Poker,

Poker Challenge and Video Keno games. Clicking on one of these icons will bring up

a further choice of which type of machine to play. See the appropriate sections for

details on each machine variant.

Cashier: You can only borrow money from the Cashier if you have less than $200. The
Cashier will loan you up to $2,000 at a time, up to a maximum of $10,000. The Cashier is

actually a machine that looks and works like an ATM. On screen instructions will lead

you through the process of borrowing or repaying money.

View Statistics: Pressing A on View Statistics allows you to see the ability and progress

of your player. Highlight the player you want to see statistics for and press A.You will

. then be presented with the list of games, showing your game rank, the number of

rounds you have played, and your profit / money won. To view another player's

^.statistics, hit B then select the next player. When you're done, just hit B to return to the
' Lobby.

Sjive Game: This option will allow you to save the game you are currently playing so

til at you may resume your game at a later time. Press the A button to choose this

option, and then follow the on screen instructions.You can either save over a previous

^hved game, or create a new one if there is space available on your MEMORY CARD.

t The Games: Once a game is chosen, you will be asked which table limit or coin value

—).ou wish to use. Next, you will be able to choose which players (up to four players) will

hbe taking part in the game and what Controllers they'll be using.You can use any

^,6. CAESARS PALACE® 2000

players mat you ve loaaea irom me riayer iviamtenance area ^up to tour piayersy lou

can also change the table limit amount for the game you would like to play.

PLAYER PROGRESSION, RANK & COACHING
When you first enter the game you are given $2,000 and are only able to play on the

lower limit table of $1 - 100 or on slot and video machines using a 50 cents coin. Each
player is assigned a rank for each game, and an overall rank. Initially you start off as a

novice.

As your rank increases, you will be allowed to play at higher stakes tables, or use
higher value coins in the machines. There is also a disadvantage to gaining rank. The
higher your rank in a game, the less coaching and help you will receive. As a novice,

you will receive as much help as you want, and will be coached whenever you make a

mistake. As you gain further ranks, your help will become limited, and coaching will

only be given occasionally if you make a mistake.

Rank Amount of
Couching
Received

Number
of help
requests

Granted

Table
Limits

Machine
Coins

Novice 100% Unlimited $1 - $100 $0.50

Holiday Player 90% 100 $10 - $1,000 $1

Regular Player 60% 20 $25 - $2,500 $5

Semi-
Professional 30% 5 $100 - $10,000 $25

Professional 0% None $250 - $25,000 $100

If you manage to become a "Professional" in every game found in Caesars Palace 2000

you will be invited into the Emperor's Club. With this honor, you will be able to play

with table limits of $1,000 - $100,000 or coins of $1,000. How much can you win before

you are politely asked to leave?

In order to progress from one rank to another you will be required to play a certain

minimum number of rounds, and win a specific amount of money. The number of

games and amount of money needed becomes greater as your rank advances.

INTERPLAY ENTERTAINMENT CORP. 7



Laesars raiace /uuu inciuaes a coacmng screen mat wm pop up to aavise you on your

bets from time to time. Caesars Palace 2000 also has the ability coach, who will

comment if you make a poor decision, so you know better next time. There is also a

facility in the In-Game menu to recommend bets to you. Just hit the START button and
move down to Help. The game keeps count of the cards and recommends a bet based

on those statistics.You can see those statistics and learn to understand why the game
makes the recommendations it does. Coaching can be turned off by going to the In-

Game Menu and changing coaching to off in the game settings.

THE IN-GAME MENUS
Pressing START during play begins the following options.

Resume: Just like the name says. This option will drop you back in the thick

of the action.

Quit To Lobby: Exits you from current game.
Quit Game: Quits the whole game and returns you to the title screen.

Volumes: Enables you to change the sound effects, speech and music
volumes.

Game Settings: This screen allows you to do many things. Among
them are:

Coaching: This gives you your own personal coach, who will tell you
what you should have done.

Strategy: You choose between Basic, Simple Count, and Complex
Count, three different ways of keeping track of the cards that have been
played already.

Number of Decks: The player can choose to play with 1, 2, 4, or 6 decks.

Show Score Card:You have the option of seeing how the last bets have

fallen, by keeping track of them on your personal score card.

(Mini-Baccarat)

Show Rule Cards: Turns the Rule Cards on and off. If they're on, you
see why you were forced to take another card, why you've won, or why
you've lost. A handy way of understanding how the game is played.

(Mini-Baccara t)

Automatic Lose on Invalid Hand: Turn this option off if you wish to be

CAESARS PALACE® 2000

given a second chance if you make an invalid hand. (Pai Gow Poker)

Coaching Strategy:You get to choose how your personal coach advises

you: Conservative or Aggressive. (Craps)

Coaching Style: Allows you to set an additional coaching style - Betting

.
RIGHT (that is, with the Dice) orWRONG (against them). (Craps)

Odds: This sets the Odds at lx, 2x, 5x, or lOx for your bets (Craps)

Maximize Odds: Places the odds at the maximum (Craps)

Odds/Place/Buy hel work on come-out:
On - When setting the point, any bet on the Odds/Place/Bet box
will pay (Craps)

Off - When setting the point, any bet on the Odds/Place/Bet
box won't pay (Craps)

Information Bar: Turn the bar on or off. (Roulette)

Coins Added Simultaneously: Allows you to add more
coins to the credits. (Slots, Video Poker/Challenge, Keno) Animations:
Turning these off stops the win animations seen at the top of the
machine being shown when you win. (Slots)

Deal Cards on Select: This automatically deals cards once you have
selected a hand. (Video Poker Challenge)

Help: The player receives strategy, betting, odds, and specific game hints and advice

THE GAMES
Blackjack

Blackjack is a game players play against the "house", or the casino. The object of the
game is to achieve cards that add up to a number as close to 21 as possible. If the pi aver

goes over 21, he busts and is out of the hand. All cards are worth the numbers printed^
on them. Face cards are worth 10, and the ace is worth either 1 or 11, player's choice.

The game goes like this: Each player is dealt a single card, face up. Then each player isj

dealt another card. The dealer's first card is face down, but the second is face up.You'r®!
going to try to make sure your total is higher than the dealer's without busting. If your-
hand is higher than the house's hand, you win. If it's a tie, you "push". If it's lower, vou
lose. If cither you or the house draw 21 with the first two cards, it's called Blackjack. II

:
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you draw it, you win. If the dealer draws it, everyone loses. If both the dealer and you

draw Blackjack, you tie.

There are three buttons across the bottom of the screen. They are:

Speed Bet: This option automatically selects the amount of fhe last bet you made and

prepares you for the deal. If this is your first round, the amount bet is the table

minimum.

Change Bet Unit: You can change your bet at the beginning of any hand. Use the

directional buttons to determine how high a wager you'd like to make. To add to the bet

unit, move onto the chip you want and press A. To decrease the bet unit move onto the

chip and press B. When you've finished, move to the "Done" button and press A. This

is your new bet unit, and you'll be using this bet unit as your basic bet until you change

it. If you wish to clear the bet unit and start adding chips from scratch, highlight the

"Clear" button and press A.

Deal: Choosing this option begins the hand or ends your turn and moves onto the next

player's turn.

To place a wager, move the highlight onto the table and press A. The value of the bet

unit (initially the table minimum) is placed each time you press the A button. Pressing

B removes chips from fhe table to the value of the bet unit.

After all players have selected their bets, the dealer passes out the cards. This is where

the game gets interesting.

You can choose to Hit, which means you want another card.You can continue to Hit

until you reach 21 or go bust.

You can choose to Stand, which means you're satisfied wifh your hand.

&u can Double your bet, which means you put down another bet unit.You will be

doubling your bet and will be dealt only one more card.

Oil certain occasions, when your cards are identical (two 8's, for example), you can

Split. This requires another bet unit on the table, and it allows you to play each card as

a brand new hand.

C IO CAESARS PALACE® 2000

tAii picture cards are counted as ten, so any combination of these can be split). You can
split a maximum of 4 times (making 5 hands).

On occasion, the dealer will show an ace as the facing card. Then the dealer will ask
you if you want Insurance. This means that you lay down half your bet on the chance
the house has Blackjack. If you're right, you get your money back. If you're wrong, you
lose that insurance money and continue to play normally.

The dealer will always draw a card if his hand is less than 17. As soon as his hand total

is 17 or greater he will Stand.

Spanish 21

The game of Spanish 21 is a variation of Blackjack. The game is played on normal
Blackjack style table, however the cloth is slightly different to reflect the variations in

the game. The differences between normal Blackjack and Spanish 21 are:

A six deck shoe is always used. Each deck has the "Tens" removed from it,

i.e. six 48 card decks.

The dealer will hit on a soft 17, e.g. Ace diamond and six of spades.
If the dealer's face up card (Hole card) is an Ace, or below a Ten, he will

check for Blackjack.

The player can Double down on as many cards as he wants to (not just two),
including after he has split a pair.

The player is only allowed to split three times, and therefore can have a
maximum of four hands in one round.
A player's natural 21 beats a dealer's natural 21, and a player's 21 beats a

dealer's 21.

The player can choose to Surrender his cards before he splits, hits or
doubles. If he does so, he is returned half his bet.

If after doubling, the player is dissatisfied with his hand, he can choose to

"rescue" the doubled portion of his bet. In doing so he forfeits the original

wager.

A natural 21 (Blackjack) still pays out at 3:2, however there are other
combinations of 21 which the player can make which pay out at better rates

than the standard evens win. These are detailed in the following table.

INTERPLAY ENTERTAINMENT CORP. II



Bonus 21 Payoffs (Hand / BOnns): 5 card 21 / 3:2; 6 card 21 7 2:1; 7+ card 21 / 3:1;

6, 7, 8, mixed suits / 3:2; 6, 7, 8, same suit / 2:1; 6, 7, 8, all spades / 3:1; 7, 7, 7, mixed suits /

3:2; 7, 7, 7, same suit / 2:1*; 1, 7, 7, all spades / 3:1*.

* If the dealer shows any 7 as his face up card, a super bonus of $1000 is paid for bets of

$5+, and a bonus of $5000 for bets of $25+. Other players will receive a $50 envy bonus.

Mini Baccarat

Each player can bet on the Player's hand to be the highest, or they can bet on the

Bank's, lliey can also bet that the two hands will Tie, though that's a long shot -

approximately 14% of these bets win. Once everyone has made a bet, both hands are

dealt. If one of them totals 8 or 9, the person holding that hand wins. If either hand

exceeds 9, the tens digit is ignored. That is, if the cards a Player is holding equal 12, you

just drop the 1 and make it a 2.

If a Player's total is less than 6, he has to draw an extra card to add to his total. If the

Bank's total is less than 7, and the player drew a card, the bank may have to draw an

extra card too, depending on what was drawn. A maximum of three cards are drawn.

All card drawing is automatic. The Bank has a slightly greater chance of winning

because of the rules of the game, so when you bet on the Bank, you have to pay a 5%
commission to make it up to them.

To play the game, simply choose your bet amount by clicking on the Change Bet Unit

icon. After you've chosen your bet, return to the board, position the cursor on which

position you'd like to bet on, and make your bet. When you're ready to go, hit the Deal

icon and cross your fingers.

Red Dog
Red Dog is a variation of the game acey - deucey, or in-between. Each player places his

initial wager, and then the dealer deals two cards in front of him, face up.

If the cards are consecutive, e.g. a three of hearts and a four of diamonds, then the hand

is a push, and all bets are returned. If the two cards are equal in value, a third card is

dealt in between the first two. If the card matches (making a three of a kind) then the

dealer pays all bets at 11:1. If the third card is different to the first two, the hand is a

push.

12 CAESARS PALACE® 2000

If the two cards are neither consecutive nor equal, the dealer announces the spread.

This is the number of card values between the two cards. For example a 6 and a 10

would have a spread of 3, as there are three values between the 6 and 10.

At this point, the players are given the opportunity to double their wager. A third card

is then dealt. If if's value is between the first two cards, the player wins according to the
j

pay out table marked on the cloth. This table is also used to show the spread, which is

done by placing a marker on the appropriate number.

All cards are ranked according to their value, the suit is irrelevant, and aces are always

high. A Jack counts as 11, Queen as 12, King 13 and Ace as 14.

Red Dog Payoffs (Spread/Payout): 1 card / 5:1; 2 card / 4:1; 3 card / 2:1; 4+ card / 1:1

Pai Gow Poker

Pai Gow Poker is based on the ancient Chinese game, however, like Poker it uses a

regular deck of 52 cards plus a joker. The joker can only be used in certain

circumstances. Pai Gow Poker also uses standard Poker hands for working out who
wins.

;

Each player receives seven cards from the dealer. The player must combine the cards

into two hands, one of five cards (called the back hand) and one of two cards (called the :

front hand).

If the back hand (five cards) doesn't beat the front hand (two cards), then the player

automatically loses. It is possible to turn off this feature in the Game Options. If you
make an invalid hand, the computer will prompt you to try again.

Once each player has arranged their cards into two hands, the dealer arranges his <

cards, and then compares his hands to each player's. If the player's front hand beats
^

the dealer's front hand, and his back hand beats the dealer's back hand, the player

wins. He is paid out at even money less a 5% commission.

If the one of the player's hands beats the dealer's, but the other loses, then the hand is a

"push". The player is given back his wager. If the dealer's hands beat both of the 7

player's hands, the dealer collects the player's wager. The dealer wins all copy hands.

The table below shows in order of rank, winning hands. The ranking are basically the
;
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same as for Poker, except the highest hand is "Five Aces". The other notable feature is

that the second highest straight (after a 10-J-Q-K-A) is A-2-3-4-5 not 9-10-J’Q-K.

As mentioned before, the Joker can only be used in certain ways, like a limited

wildcard. It can be used as an Ace, or to fill out a straight, flush or straight flush.

Hand Name Definition

Five Aces The four aces plus the joker

Royal Flush 10, 1, 0, K, A of the same suit

Straight Flush A sequence of five cards of the same suit

Four of a Kind 4 matching cards

Full House 3 matching cards plus 2 other matching cards

Flush 5 non sequential cards of the same suit

Straight A sequence of 5 cards, not of the same suit

Three of a Kind 3 matching cards

Two Pairs 2 pairs of 2 matching cards

Pair 2 matching cards

High Card No matching cards, therefore look at highest card

Casino War
The dealer deals one card to each player and then one for himself. The dealer then

turns to the player on his right, and turns over the player's card and his own. If the

player's card is higher than the dealer's, the player wins and is paid out even money. If

the dealer wins, the player's wager is collected.

If both cards are equal the player has a choice to make. He can forfeit, in which case he

receives back half his wager. Alternatively, he can go to war with the dealer. This is

jvhere the game derives it's name.

If the player decides to go to war, he must match his bet on the table, i.e. double up.

The dealer will then burn three cards before dealing the player and himself a new card

face up. If the player's card is equal to or higher than the dealer's, he wins even money,

otherwise he looses his whole bet.

11 is possible to make a side bet on a tie. This pays out at 10 to 1, and is paid

iiiilependently of whether the player goes to war or not with the dealer.

14 CAESARS PAEACE® 2000

1 GAME...
! Grab a pen, fill out this card, drop it in the mailbox,

lat easy! We hold a random drawing here at Interplay

-mon - all it’ll cost you is one minute and a bit of ink.

I I I I

_L_L

J_J_

_L

le of Purchase I L

I I I I

Birthday /_

Iventure aRPG Shooter

ghting Fantasy Other

ayStation® game console Game Gear

^ES N64® Sega Dreamcast™

acintosh O Other

le Shooter rolls the first roll.

Betting on the PASS line

. Betting on DON'T PASS
lumbers. PASS and DON'T

craps), that are automatic

nf'.The Shooter keeps rolling

the dice pass to the next

.SS/DON'T PASS, but they

aps losing. Any other roll

rain, the bet wins; a 7 loses,

ME can only be bet if this in

.r the COME/DON'T COME
al bet at the bet's real chance

Tee Odds are the best odds

fore a 7 by betting on the

jfore that number by betting

is the FIELD, where one of ^
12 win triple here. . ,

bets, long odds for big

vill be rolled before a 7 or anj

e one-offs, bets that the nexll

f roll will be a 7, craps, 12, 2, 11, 3, or an Eleven/L'raps.

Roulette

Roulette is a game that's fairly easy to master.You bet on the number, you belimi-, Ihe

ball will drop into on the wheel. There arc a variety of befs you can make. You can bet
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ame as for Poker, except the h

hat the second highest straigh

mentioned before, the Jokei

«ldcard. It can be used as an

Hand Name Defh

Five Aces Thef
Royal Flush 10, J,

Straight Flush A sec

Four of a Kind 4 mai

Full House 3 mal
Flush 5 nor
Straight A sec

Three of a Kind 3 ma1
Two Pairs 2 pah
Pair 2 mal
High Card No rr

Zasino War
rhe dealer deals one card to ea

urns to the player on his right,

slayer's card is higher than the

he dealer wins, the player's w£

f both cards are equal the play

•eceives back half his wager. A
ivhere the game derives it's nai

WINAFREI
by filling out the Interplay One-Minute Registration Card

Win a FREE GAME on the platform of your choice. It’s tt

every month, so you never know when you’ll get lucky. C

Name, Last

Name, First

Address

City

State

ZIP

Phone

I I ,..J-

J L

J L

J_

1 L

Country

L_i

J L

J I Da

( I I I I )- I I l-

Favorite Types of Games (Check any that apply)

O Action

Sports

Strategy

Sim

A
Fi

Other Game Platforms Owned (Check any that apply)

O Saturn

Gameboy®
O PC (DOS)

Caesars Palace® 2000

3DO
Genesis

PC (Win 95)

O P

SI

O IV

f the player decides to go to w,

(he dealer will then burn three

dee up. If the player's card is equal to or nigner man me dealer's, ne wins even mbney^
stherwise he looses his whole bet.

1 is possible to make a side bet on a tie. This pays out at 10 to 1, and is paid

ndependently of whether the player goes to war or not with the dealer.
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Note: Ace is always counted as being high.

Craps

The person rolling the dice is called the Shooter. Before the Shooter rolls the first roll,

the player bets on whether the Shooter will roll a 7 or 11. Betting on the PASS line

means that the player believes the Shooter will roll 7 or 11. Betting on DON'T PASS
means the player doesn't think the Shooter will hit those numbers. PASS and DON'T
PASS can only be bet on for the Shooter's

first roll.

If the Shooter doesn't hit 7 or 11 - or a 2, 3, or a 12 (called craps), that are automatic

losses for everyone - the number rolled becomes the "point". The Shooter keeps rolling

until the dice hit the point, 7, 11, or a craps, at which point the dice pass to the next

Shooter.

The COME and DON'T COME bets are very similar to PASS/DON'T PASS, but they

are opposite. With a 7 or 11 winning for the COME and craps losing. Any other roll

shifts the bet onto that number. If that number is rolled again, the bet wins; a 7 loses,

and all others allow the bet to remain. COME/DON'T COME can only be bet if this in

not the Shooter's first roll. Once the point is established, or the COME/DON'T COME
bets placed in a box, a player bet up to double their original bet at the bet's real chance

of wining. These bets are placed beside the original bets. Free Odds are the best odds

bet in the house.

Players can also bet that a specific number will appear before a 7 by betting on the

double line below the number; or that a 7 will be rolled before that number by betting

on the line at the top of a number's box. The last main bet is the FIELD, where on#'qf

the listed numbers will be rolled on the next throw. 2 and 12 win triple here.

On the right-hand section of the table are the Proposition bets, long odds for big

payoffs. The four large boxes are betting that this double will be rolled before a 7 or any

other version of this number. All other Proposition bets are one-offs, bets that Ihe next

roll will be a 7, craps, 12, 2, 11, 3, or an Eleven/Craps.

Roulette

Roulette is a game that's fairly easy to master.You bet on the number, you believe, the

ball will drop into on the wheel. There are a variety of bets you can make. You can bet-
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an the color the ball will land on (red or black; in this bet if the ball lands on green, the

house wins).You can also bet on the exact number it lands on; a pair of numbers next to

each other; an adjacent group of numbers; or whether the number is odd or even.

Players can bet on a column of 3 numbers, placing their bets on the top line, or any of 3

rows of 12 numbers by placing their bets in one of the left or right hand boxes. Players

can also bet the number spun will be 1-12, 13-24, or 25-36, or even from 1-18 or 19-36.

All that it takes to make a bet is to place a coin on the selected area of the betting table.

All the numbers have a color. 18 are red, 18 are black, and 2 are green. The two green

numbers are 0 and 00; they are automatic house wins, and if they come up, you can win
only if you have bet on one of those two numbers.

To play the game, just choose your bet amount with the Change Bet icon and place your

bets wherever you like on the table. A colored chip will represent your bet. Once you
place a chip on the table, you cannot change your bet until the next turn. As always, you
move with the directional buttons and choose your target with the A button. When
you're ready to go, click on the "Done" icon, and watch the ball spin. If you're lucky,

you'll collect a large bundle.

An information bar at the bottom of the screen provides information about the betting

area currently highlighted. It will tell you the type of bet, what odds you will get, and
how much money you have bet on this area.

Slot Machines
These are the games you can choose:

The main difference between these games is the pay rates they give out. When you win,

the camera will automatically move to show you the winning pay line on the machine.

Press A to return to the main camera view in order to continue playing.

llei e are the winning combinations:

Baseball Challenge

The Baseball Challenge machine has 4 reels and one pay line.You can play 1 to 5 coins.

The largest jackpot is only available if you bet 5 coins.

In some ways. Baseball Challenge functions as a normal slot machine, if you get 4

baseballs, you are awarded 250 coins per coin you bet. However, if successive base
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base symbol (only found on the first reel) will win the player 1 coin for each coin they

bet. Getting a 1st base symbol on the first reel, and a 2nd base symbol on the second

reel wins 5 coins per coin bet.

Reel Symbols 1 Coin 2 Coins 3 Coins 4 Coins 5 Coins

4 x Baseball diamond 1000 2 X 1000 3 X 1000 4 X 1000 10000

4 X Baseball 250 2x250 3x250 4x250 5x250
4 X Helmet 100 2x100 3x100 4x100 5x100

4 X Mitten 50 2x50 3x50 4x50 5x50
3 X Strike 20 2x20 3x20 4x20 5x20
1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th Base 50 2x50 3x50 4x50 5x50
1st, 2nd & 3rd Base 10 2x10 3x10 4x10 5x10
1st & 2nd base 5 2x5 3x5 4x5 5x5
1st Base 1 2x1 3x1 4x1 5x1

Halloween Spooky

Reel Symbols 1 Coin 2 Coins 3 Coins

3 X Ghost 1000 2 X 1000 5000

3 X Bat 200 2x200 3x200
Gravestones R.I.P. 100 2x100 3x100

3 X Gravestones 40 2x40 3x40
3 X Pumpkin 20 2x20 3x20
3 X Skeleton 10 2x10 3x10
3 X Coffin 10 2x10 3x10
2 X Coffin 5 2x5 3x5
1 X Coffin 2 2x2 3x2

The Halloween machine has 3 reels and 3 pay lines.You can play 1 to 3 coins. The

largest jackpot is only available if you play 3 coins.

The ghost is a wild card and will substitute for any other symbol to give you the largest
'
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\.ncient Egypt

Reel Symbols 1 Coin 2 Coins 3 Coins 4 Coins 5 Coins

4 X Horus 1000 2 X 1000 3 X 1000 4 X 1000 Progressive

4 X King Tut 500 2x500 3x500 4x500 5x500
4 X Scarab Beetle 250 2x250 3x250 4x250 5x250
4x3 Pyramids 30 2x30 3x30 4x30 5x30
4x2 Pyramids 20 2x20 3x20 4x20 5x20
4x1 Pyramid 10 2x10 3x10 4x10 5x10
4 X Any Pyramid type 3 2x3 3x3 4x3 5x3

rhe Ancient Egypt machine has 4 reels, and one pay line.You can play 1 to 5 coins.You
:an only win the progressive jackpot with the maximum number of coins bet.Your
ackpot is multiplied by the number of coins you bef.

rhe God Horus is a wildcard and will substitute for any other symbol to give you the

argest jackpot.

rhere are also Horus's with blue arrows next to them. If a Horus with a down arrow

stops above the pay line, it will "nudge" down to the pay line to help you win. The same
,s true with a Horus with an up arrow. It will "nudge" up if if stops below the pay line.

IVild West

I he Wild West machine has 3 reels and one pay line.You can play 1 to 3 coins. The
.argest jackpot is only available if you play 3 coins.

Vlatching badges pay fhe largesf jackpof, but unmatched badges pay well too.

[f two of fhe three reels stop showing a badge, but the third reel does not match up,

:hen the unmatched reel will spin again, giving you a second chance at the big jackpot.
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Reel Symbols 1 Coin 2 Coins 3 Coins

3 X Matching Badges 2500 2 X 2500 10000

3 X Badges 500 2x500 3x500
3 X Guns 200 2x200 3x200
3 X Hats 100 2x100 3x100
3 X Cow Skulls 25 2x25 3x25
3 X Cacti 25 2x25 3x25
3 X Wagon Wheels 10 2x10 3x10
2 X Wagon Wheels 5 2x5 3x5
1 X Wagon Wlieel 1 2x1 3x1

Progressive Fruit

Reel Symbols 1 Coin 2 Coins 3 Coins

Banana - Banana - Banana - BanaiTa 5000 2 X 5000 Progressive

Melon - Melon - Melon - Melon 1000 2 X 1000 3 X 1000

Any - Banana - Banana - Banana 200 2x200 3x200
Banana - Banana - Banana - Any 200 2x200 3x200
Orange - Orange - Orange - Orange 50 2x50 3x50
Cherry - Cherry - Cherry - Cherry 40 2x40 3x40
Lime - Lime - Lime - Lime 20 2x20 3x20
Any - Cherry - Cherry - Cherry 10 2x10 3x10
Cherry - Cherry - Cherry- Any 10 2x10 3x10
Apple - Apple - Apple -Apple 10 2x10 3x10
Lemon - Lemon - Lemon - Lemon 10 2x10 3x10
Any -Any- Cherry - Cherry 5 2x5 3x5
Cheny - Cherry - Any -Any 5 2x5 3x5
Any - Any - Any - Cherry 2 2x2 3x2
Cherry -Any - Any -Any 2 2x2 3x2

The Progressive Fruit machine has 4 reels, and only one pay line, the center.You can

play 1 to 3 coins. Playing additional coins gives you a chance to win the progressh'c

jackpot, and if you play more coins, your jackpot is multiplied by the number of ci 'in--
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Ihe Wild Banana symbol is a wildcard, and will substitute tor any omer symbol to

give you the largest jackpot.

Video Poker

rhere are four versions ofVideo Poker, and all of them have their own twists. Deuces

Wild is a game in which the 2s become wild cards, thus improving your chances of

getting an excellent hand. Jokers Wild does much the same thing, only it uses Jokers

instead of 2s. Tens or Better looks for a pair of Tens or better to win any prizes, as does

its partner. Jacks or Better, which, obviously, requires pairs of Jacks or better to win.

Each of these games is set up in much the same way. You place your coins in the slot by
positioning the cursor over the coin slot - up to five coins per bet - and choose whether

to bet the maximum amount or a single coin. When your hand is dealt to you, you
choose the cards you want to keep by clicking on the Hold button underneath each

card. The cards you do not "Hold" are discarded, and you are given new cards. If your

new hand matches the winning criteria listed on the screen above the cards, you win!

To move onto the next player, move onto the "Next Player" button and press A.

Poker Challenge

All Poker Challenge machines have the same payout:

HAND
Straight Flush

Royal Flush

Bad Beat 500 to 1

1-4 COINS
5tol
50tol
1000 to 1

5 COINS
10 tol
100 to 1

You can play 1 to 5 coins on any of the Poker Challenge machines. You win by beating

all of the other hands. A win pays 1 to 1. If you are tied for the best hand, you will get

your bet back.

^ "Bad Beat" hand is when you have 4 of a Kind or better, and lose to a higher 4 of a

pind or better hand. Note that in the Hold 'Em Challenge games, if the winners are

lharing the same 4 of a Kind, the "Bad Beat" jackpot is not awarded.

There are four games you can play in the Poker Challenge:
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The Hold 'Em Challenges are essentially the same. In Double Hold 'Em, though, you
have the ability to double your bet once you've seen the first few cards that are dealt.

Also, you play against three other hands, where in Hold 'Em, you play against only two
others.

Each Hold 'Em Challenge deals several sets of cards.You choose which one you want to

play with. The machine deals out a hand in the middle, and you combine the cards

you've chosen with the cards in the center of the table - as does everyone else. The best /

poker hand wins.

The Stud Challenges

Like the Hold 'Em Challenges, the Stud Challenges are essentially the same, though
again the Double Stud Challenge has the option to bet a greater sum on the outcome
once the first few cards have been revealed.

You are dealt seven cards in this game, and you use the best five to create a winning
hand. In Double Stud Challenge, you see only the first five before you're asked if you
want to double your bet. Once you've made your choice, the remaining cards are

revealed and you discover if you've been lucky.

To move onto the next player, move onto the "Next Player" button and press A.

Video Keno

The player chooses a certain amount of numbers out of a pot of 80, then the computer
draws 20 numbers. To win you have to match a certain amount of numbers to those

drawn by the computer or in some cases don't match with the computers (amounts
vary per game).

Only one player can play at a time. To swap between players, highlight the "Next

Player" button and press A.

There are two versions ofVideo Keno that the player can select:

Auto Spotter

With the Auto Spotter machine, just insert the amount of money you wish to bet on tjife

game as a coin. Next move onto the list of eight types of bet and select one. When y#ji
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different bet, just move onto it and press A again.

Press the L Trigger button to move the camera so you can view the information on how
Tiany numbers you need to catch and the amount of money you will win for those

numbers.

Dnce you are happy with you bet, simply press Play. The computer will now pick 20

numbers, which will be highlighted in light blue. Any numbers that the computer

chooses that match you numbers will be highlighted in red.

rhe eight bet choices are:

• 40 Top (T) - With this bet, you are selecting the top 40 numbers. To win you

must match at least 11 numbers that are drawn by the computer. The more
numbers matched the better the payout.

• 40 Bottom (B) - This time you are selecting the bottom 40 numbers. The

same odds and rules apply as 40 Top.

• 40 Left (L) - Here you are selecting the 40 left hand numbers
• 40 Right ( R) - Here you are selecting the 40 right hand numbers
• 40 Top Bottom (TB) - In this game the player is betting that at least 13

numbers will be in either the top 40 numbers or the bottom 40 numbers. No
numbers are marked when this bet is chosen. The payouts are worked out

from how many numbers are in the Top 40.

• 40 Left Right (LR) - This time you are betting that at least 13 numbers will be

either in the left hand side 40 numbers or the right hand 40 numbers. No
numbers are marked when
this bet is chosen. The payouts are worked out from how many numbers are

t: in the Left 40.

/: • 32 Edge (E) - Here you are betting on the 32 numbers around the edge of the

ticket. You win if you match less than 6 numbers or more than 10.

• 32 Inner (I) - Same odds and numbers matched to win as 32 Edge, except

this time you are betting on the middle 32 numbers.
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With Multi Ticket, instead of betting on a set selection of numbers you get to pick which
numbers and how many you wish to bet on. Just insert your money then pick the bet

you want to place. Then make your selection by moving over the number and press A.

Pressing A again will deselect the number. If you put the wrong number in, simply

press clear and it will remove all the numbers. If you wish to repeat your last bet, just

insert the amount of money you want to wager and press play.

You have seven choices of bets on this table:
|

• Straight Ticket (ST) - Here you can choose to back from 1 to 20 numbers.
• All Catches (AC) - Here you have to pick between 7 and 10 numbers. You are!

always guaranteed to win with this bet, but not always as much as you bet.
i

• All or Nothing (AN) - With this bet, you have to pick between 4 and 8

numbers. You only win if all of the numbers you selected are matched or

none of them are matched.
• Bet Against (BA) - This bet works in the opposite way to most other bets.

Here you must select between 8 and 15 numbers and hope that none of the

numbers are drawn. You only win, if none of the numbers you picked are

drawn by the game. I

• Catch All (CA) - Here you select between 2 and 7 numbers. To win all of the i

numbers you selected must be matched by the game.
• Last Ball Drawn (LB) - With this bet you must pick between 1 and 6

numbers. As with the other bets you win by matching the numbers with i

those drawn by the computer. This game also includes a bonus. If the last

number the computer selects matches up with one of your numbers, and all

your numbers are picked then your winnings will be doubled.
• Super Special (SS) - Here you select between 3 and 10 numbers. This

machine is probably the nest bet, as the pay out odds are better, but the

Jackpot is not as high as other games.
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RUNECRAFT

Lead Programmer
Doug Anderson

Additional Programming
Steve Baker

Neil Davidson
John Carlyle

Duncan Chambers
Dave Sowerby

3D Engine Code
Steve Caslin

Sound Engine Code
Paul Tankard

Lead Artist

David Tolley

f Artists

i Bob Davies

Lee Doyle

,
Lawrie Pick

Jane Stroud
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CREDITS

Artists (continued)

Karen Pinchin

Derek Ham
Tina Palmer

Animation
David Tolley

John Jones

Designer

Dave Lago

Producer
Richard Green

Sound Engineer
Matt Sugden

Q.A. Manager
Mark Hooley
Lead Tester

Jonathon Brown

Testers
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Mick Jagger
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Gregory Ellis

Mick Barlow
Robert Hands
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Art Resources Manager
Andy Noble

Executive Producers
Keith Jackson

Martin Hooley

Special Thanks to:

Jess Bansal

INTERPLAY
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Trish Wright

Division Director
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Producer
Steve Baldoni

Associate Producer (UK)
Nana Penemo
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Todd Camasta

Box Art
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Script

Linda Barnett

QA Project Supervisor

John Kirkland
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Debbie Howell Kathy Helgason
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Manager

Kevin Johnston

PR Manager
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Traffic Manager
Sherry LaVertu

Senior Tester

Rodney Smith
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Testers

Marc Droudian
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Thomas Edmonds
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Audio Director
Charles Deenen
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Voice Over Director
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Package Design
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Special Thanks to:
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Technical Support

^OUBLESHOOTING DOCUMENTS ONLINE!

terpiay Entertainment Corp. Technical Support now

lets troubleshooting guides with complete installation

id setup instructions as well as information that wiil help

)U overcome the most common difficulties. If you have

icess to the World Wide Web, you can find these at

ltp://www.interplay.catii/suppart/index.html

you have questions about the program, our Technical

upport Department can help. Our web site contains up-to-

ite information on the most common difficulties with our

•oducts, and this information is the same as that used by

jr product support technicians. We keep the product

jpport pages updated on a regular basis, so please check

tre first for no-wait solutions:

ttp;//www.interplay.cDm/suppart/lndex.htnil

you are unable to find the information you need on our

eb site, please feel free to contact Technical Support via

mail, phone, fax, or letter.

you need to talk to someone immediately, call us at (949)

53-6678 Monday through Friday between 8:00AM-

:45PM, Pacific Standard Time with 24 hours, 7 days a

eek support available through the use of our automated

izard. Please have the above information ready when

DU call. This will help us answer your question in the

Dortest possible time. When you call you will initially be

annected with our automated wizard. For information

ertaining to your specific title, press "1" on the main menu

nd listen carefully to all prompts. All titles are listed

[phabeticaliy. After you have selected your title, the most

Immon difficulties will be listed. If the difficulty you are

pving is not listed or you need additional assistance, you

ray press "0" on your games main menu, and you will be

ansferred to a Technical Support Representative. No

infs or codes are available from fhis line.

Flints are not availabB'for this title via the hint line.

Interplay Entertainment Corp. Support Fax:

(949) 252-2820

Interplay Entertainment Corp. Technical Support

16815 Von Karman Avenue

Irvine, CA 92606

HOW TO REACH US ONLINE

INTERNET E-MAIL: support@lnterplay.com

WORLD WIDE WEB: Access our Web Site at

http://www.lnterplay.com

FTP: Access our FTP Site at ftp.lnterplay.com

INTERPLAY ENTERTAINMENT CORP.

LIMITED 90-DAY WARRANTY
Interplay Entertainment Corp. warrants to the original

purchaser of this Interplay Entertainment Corp. TM
product that the compact disc or floppy disk(s) on which

the software programs are recorded will be free from

defects in material and workmanship for 90 days from the

date of purchase. If the compact disc or floppy disk(s) is

found defective within 90 days of original purchase.

Interplay Entertainment Corp. agrees to replace, free of

charge, any product discovered to be defective within such

period upon receipt at its factory service center of the

product, postage paid, with proof of the date of purchase.

This warranty is limited to the compact disc or floppy

disk(s) containing the software program originally

provided by Interplay Entertainment Corp. and is not

applicable to normal wear and tear. This shall be void if the

defect has arisen through abuse, mistreatment, or neglect.

Any implied warranties applicable to this product,

including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a

particular purpose are disclaimed. Interplay Entertainment

Corp. disclaims all responsibility for incidental or

consequential damages. Some states do not allow

limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or

exclusions or limitations of incidental or consequential

damages so the above limitations and/or exclusions or
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liability may not apply to you. ibis warranty gives you

specific rights, and you may also have other rights, which

vary from state to state.

LIMITED WARRANTY
If the compact disc or floppy disk(s) should fail after the

original 90-day warranty period has expired, you may
return the software program to Interplay Entertainment

Corp. at the address noted below with a check or money
order for $15.00 (U.S. currency), which includes postage

and handling, and Interplay Entertainment Corp. will mail a

replacement to you. To receive a replacement, you need to

enclose the original defective compact disc or floppy

disk(s) in protective packaging accompanied by: (1) a

' $15.00 check or money order, (2) a brief statement

describing the defect, and (3) your return address. If you

have a problem with your software, you may wish to call us

first at (949) 553-6678. If your compact disc is defective

and a replacement is necessary, U.P.S. or registered mail is

recommended for returns. Please send the defective

disc(s) only (not the box) with a description of the problem

and $15.00 to:

Warranty Replacements

Interplay Entertainment Corp.

16815 Von Karman Avenue

Irvine, CA 92606

COPYING PROHIBITED

This software product and the manual are copyrighted and

all rights are reserved by Interplay Entertainment Corp. and

are protected by the copyright laws that pertain to

computer software. You may not copy the software except

that you may make one copy of the software solely for

backup or archival purposes. You may not loan, sell, rent,

lease, give, sub license, or otherwise transfer the software

(or any copy). You may not modify, adapt, translate, create

derivative works, decompile, disassemble, or otherwise

reverse engineer or derive source code from all or any

portion of the software or anything incorporated therein or

permit or encourage any third party to do so.

Notice: Interplay Entertainment Corp. reserves the right to

make modifications or improvements to the product

described in the manual at any time and without notice.

SOFTWARE USE LIMITATIONS AND
LIMITED LICENSE

This copy of Caesars Palace® 2000 (the "Software") is

intended solely for your personal non-commercial home
entertainment use. You may not decompile, reverse

engineer, or disassemble the Software, except as permitted

by law. Interplay Entertainment Corp. retains all right, title

and interest in the Software including all intellectual

property rights embodied therein and derivatives thereof;-

The Software, including, without limitation, all code, data

structures, characters, images, sounds, text, screens,

game play, derivative works and all other elements of the:

Software may not be copied, resold, rented, leased,

distributed (electronically or otherwise), used on pay-per-

play, coin-op or other for-charge basis, or for any

commercial purpose. Any permissions granted herein are

provided on a temporary basis and can be withdrawn by

interplay Entertainment Corp. at any time. All rights not

expressly granted are reserved. Modem and Network Play:

If the Software contains modem or network play, you may
play the Software via modem transmission with another

person or persons directly without transmission through a

third party service or indirectly through a third party

service only if such service is an authorized licensee of

Interplay Entertainment Corp. For the purposes of this

license, a "third party service" refers to any third party

service which provides a connectioh between two or more
users of the Software, manages, organizes, or tadl

game play, translates protocols, or otherwise provides..a

service which commercially exploits the Software, but

does not include a third party service which merely

provides a telephonic connection (and nothing more) for

modem or network play. Authorized licensee services are

listed on the Interplay Entertainment Corp. World Wide

Web Site located at http://www.interplay.com. This limited

right to transmit the Software expressly excludes any

transmission of the Software or any data streams thereof
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n a commercial basis, including, witnout limitation,

ansmitting the Software by way of a commercial service

excepting those specific commercial services licensed by

iterplay Entertainment Corp.), which translates the

rotocols or manages or organizes game play sessions. If

ou would like information about obtaining a pay-for-play

r commercial license to the Software, please call Interplay

ntertainment Corp. in the US at

949) 553-6655. Acceptance of License Terms: By

cguiring and retaining this Software, you assent to the

jrms and restrictions of this limited license. If you do not

ccept the terms of this limited license, you must return

te Software together with all packaging, manuals and

ther material contained therein to the store where you

cquired the Software for a full refund.

INTERPLAY WEBSITE
l/elcome to the Interplay Web! As a company dedicated to

roviding innovative, high-quality interactive entertainment

oftware, we are always striving to stay as close as

ossible to the leading edge of technology. This Web site is

te latest example of our ongoing effort to provide a wealth

f information and opportunities to you.

,s a company of fanatic gamers, we love the idea of

amers all over the world tapping into cyberspace to see,

5UCh and feel our latest games. No hype, no marketing

ampaign; just great games. To make it work, our goal is to

eep this site fresh and new, to make it a place where you

an tell US what you like about our games... and what you

on’t like about them. So use the feedback options on

lese pages and sound off.

tijoy your visit in our Web site, explore all the different

teas we have to offer, and come back soon. Check us out in

te weeks and months ahead; we will be introducing new

nd exciting areas for you to experience.

ince again, welcome.

Interplays World Wide Web site is an Internet service

designed to give you the latest information about Interplay

and our products.

This site features our demos, upgrades, product information

and ordering information.

How to get there

From your Internet account,

point your favorite browser to:

WWW.INTERPLAY.COIVl

This website is not intended for technical support, but to

offer new machines and the latest product information. For

technical support, please contact Interplay as described in

the Customer Support section.

flan Fargo

..E.O.

Copyright 2000 Interplay Entertainment Corp. Ail Right Reserved.
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INTERPLAY LIMITED 90-DAY VjARRANTY

Interplay warrants to the original purchaser of this Interplay Entertainment Corp.™ product that the compact disc or floppy disk(s} on which the software programs are recorded

will be free from defects in material and workmanship for 90 days from the date of purchase. If the compact disc or floppy disk(s) is found defective within 90 days of original

purchase, Interplay agrees to replace, free of charge, any product discovered to be defective within such period upon receipt at its factory service center of the product, postage

i;.iid, with proof of the date of purchase. This warranty is limited to the compact disc or floppy disk(s) containing the software program originally provided by Interplay and is not

.tppHcable to normal wear and tear. This shall be void if the defect has arisen through abuse, mistreatment, or neglect. Any implied warranties applicable to this product,

including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. Interplay disclaims all responsibility for incidental or consequential damages.

.Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of incidental or consequential damages so the above limitations and/or

exclusions or liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

LIMITED WARRANTY
If the compact disc or floppy disk(s) should fail after the original 90-day warranty period has expired, you may return the software program to Interplay at the address noted below

with a check or money order for $15.00 (U.S. currency), which includes postage and handling, and Interplay will mail a replacement to you. To receive a replacement, you need to

enclose the original defective compact disc or floppy Oisk(s) in protective packaging accompanied by: (1) a $15.00 check or money order, (2) a brief statement describing the defect,

and (3) your return address. If you have a problem with your software, you may wish to call us first at (949) 553-6678. If your compact disc is defective and a replacement is

necessary, U.P.S. or registered mail is recommended for returns. Please send the defective disc(s) only (not the box) with a description of the problem and $15.00 to:

Warranty Replacements

Interplay Entertainment Corp. • 16815 Von Karman Avenue • Irvine, CA 92606

COPYING PROHIBITED

This software product and the manual are copyrighted and all rights are reserved by Interplay Entertainment Corp. and are protected by the copyright laws that pertain to computer

software. You may not copy the software. You may not loan, sell, rent, lease, give, sub license, or otherwise transfer the software (or any copy). You may not modify, adapt,

Iranslate, create derivative works, decompile, disassemble, or otherwise reverse engineer or derive source code from all or any portion of the software or anything incorporated

[herein or permit or encourage any third party to do so.

Notice: Interplay reserves the right to make modifications or improvements to the product described in the manual at any time and without notice.

SOFTWARE USE LIMITATIONS AND LIMITED LICENSE

This copy of Caesars Palace® 2000 (the Software) is intended solely for your personal noncommercial home entertainment use. You may not decompile, reverse engineer, or

disassemble the Software, except as permitted by law. Interplay Entertainment Corp. retains all right, title and interest in the Software Including all intellectual property rights

embodied therein and derivatives thereof. The Software, including, without limitation, all code, data structures, characters, images, sounds, text, screens, game play, derivative works

and all other elements of the Software may not be copied, resold, rented, leased, distributed (electronically or otherwise), used on pay-per-play, coin-op or other for-charge basis,

or for any commercial purpose. Any permissions granted herein are provided on a temporary basis and can be withdrawn by Interplay Entertainment Corp. at any time. All rights

not expressly granted are reserved.

Modem and Network Play: If the Software contains modem or network play, you may play the Software via modem transmission with another person or persons directly without

liansmission through a third party service or indirectly through a third party service only if such service is an authorized licensee of Interplay. For the purposes of this license, a

Ihird party service refers to any third party service which provides a connection between two or more users of the Software, manages, organizes, or facilitates game play,

linnslates protocols, or otherwise provides a service which commercially exploits the Software, Out does not include a third party service which merely provides a telephonic

(;unnection (and nothing more) for modem or network play. Authorized licensee services are listed on the Interplay Entertainment Corp. World Wide Web Site located at

liltp://www.interplay.com. This limited right to transmit the Software expressly excludes any transmission of the Software or any data streams thereof on a commercial Oasis,

including, without limitation, transmitting the Software by way of a commercial service (excepting those specific commercial services licensed by Interplay) which translates the

protocols or manages or organizes game play sessions. It you would like information about obtaining a pay-for-play or commercial license to the Software, please call

Interplay Entertainment Corp, in the US at (949) 553-6655.

Acceptance of License Terms: By acquiring and retaining this Software, you assent to the terms and restrictions of this limited license. If you do not accept the terms of this

limited license, you must return the Software together with all packaging, manuals and other material contained therein to the store where you acquired the Software for a full refund.

tSRB RATING

This product has been rated by the Entertainment Software Rating Board. For information about the ESRB rating, or to comment about

the appropriateness of the rating, please contact the ESRB at 1-800-771-3772.

Soga is registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office. Sega Dreamcast, the DroamensI Swirl, aro iradamatks of SEGA. Sega of America, P.O. Box 7639, San Francisco, CA

(HIZO. All Rights Reserved. Made and printed in the USA. WARNING: Operates only with NTSC IuIovIbIdiib nnd Saga Dreamcast systems purchased in North and South

America (except Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay). Will not operate with any olhar lolnvialomi or Stmn Droninenst systems. Product covered under one or more of the

liillowing U.S. Patents: 5,460,374; 5,525,770; 5,627,895; 5,688,173; 4,442,486; 4,454,594; 4,492,070; ho 35,039; Jeiiunasa Patent No.2B70538, (Patents pending in U,S, and other

countries); Canada Patent No, 1,183,276. The ratings icon is a trademark of tha liitornotivu DluHnl Snflwurii Assucintipn,


